[Chromatin biogenesis in higher animal cells. Acceleration of catabolism and transport of non-histone proteins into the nucleus under conditions of protein synthesis inhibition].
Repression by 95% of protein synthesis in rat liver cells after a single injection of a sublethal dose of cycloheximide (0.3 mg per 100 g of body weight) accelerates the transport of loosely bound to chromatin NHB (sNHB), in particular, that of proteins HMG 1 and HMG 2 from the cytoplasm into the nuclei. The activation of transport of sNHB and HMG proteins is correlated in time with the increase in activity of chromatin transcription by RNA-polymerase II. Simultaneously the rate of protein proteolysis in the nucleus is increased. The half-life time of HMG proteins and some other sNHB in the nucleus is about 1-2 hrs and is close to that of the decrease in activity of chromatin transcription by RNA polymerases I and II from the 1st to the 3rd hr following cycloheximide injection. It was assumed that the proteins HMG and other sNHB with a short life-time are responsible for a rapid positive control of chromatin activity. The dynamics of nuclear chromatin activity during the first three hours of protein synthesis inhibition depend on sNHB content in the nucleus, which, in its turn, depends on the pool of the cytoplasm, correlation of sNHB transport from the cytoplasm into the nuclei and on their proteolysis in the nucleus.